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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’ve been working a lot with colors and 3rd Eye development and kind of a lot of other
things so today I want to talk about the Root Chakra and how to work with the elements in nature
in relationship to the Root Chakra.
The grounding to the planet is more challenging right now because of what is going on in the
Heavens and really just energetically in general. So if you would imagine your Root Chakra in the
shape and the color of the planet Earth and see it as a rather large chakra.

You could even make it a very dominant, like basketball sized or beach ball sized even, and then
imagine tethers or sort of a cone shape, like an ice cream cone, you’ll see a big scoop of ice cream
sitting on an ice cream cone, going deep into the Earth. So you’ve got this very sturdy image of it.
Then I would say work with the knees because you’ve got really kind of a chakra at the knee point
as well that helps to ground and another one with the feet. So you could see maybe this series of
chakras going down into the Earth to help keep you present in physical existence.
And just a quick reminder that as you are manifesting and creating in the world as a physical
creator, the grounding is what makes it all happen. So this is a key element to manifesting as well
as simply enjoying being in physical existence.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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